"Source" button in wiki page should have its own permission - not depend on tiki_p_view_history

Status
 Closed

Subject
"Source" button in wiki page should have its own permission - not depend on tiki_p_view_history

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
• Usability

Feature
Database MySQL (MyISAM)
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Administration
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
Templates (Smarty)

Lastmod by
Rodrigo Primo

Rating
★★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (0)

Description
This is a new feature arrived in BRANCH-1-9

1. add feature_print and checks
2. add tiki_p_print and checks

The above problem-description makes no sense... please look at tw#74 for that

Problem rephrased:

The "Source" button is currently dependant on tiki_p_view_history - it should have a perm of its own.
Solution

This is a lot of (easy) work:

- create a new perm
- modify tiki-page_bar.tpl to apply the perm
- modify the history template to differentiate between history and source

Did I forget something?

Importance
3

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
24

Demonstrate Bug

Ticket ID
87

Created
Wednesday 20 April, 2005 12:43:24 GMT-0000

LastModif
Thursday 25 May, 2006 06:12:43 GMT-0000

Comments

Rodrigo Primo 25 May 06 06:11 GMT-0000
I've committed a new feature and permission to source button on 1.10 so i'm closing this tracker item.
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